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�e Colour Homebase Questionnaire�e Colour Homebase Questionnaire�e Colour Homebase Questionnaire�e Colour Homebase Questionnaire    
In the first initial consultation, Jessica (Jessie) identified soft pastel, 

burgundy, purple, midnight blue and purple colour tones as those in 

which were most flattering to her complexion. 

 

As colours are an important aspect in what to wear, a colour analysis               

questionnaire was conducted to determine Jessie’s true natural           

colouring based on the pigment colours in her eyes, hair and skin tones. 

 

Each season of spring, summer, autumn and winter has its own unique 

colour palette. By analysing Jessie’s three natural features (eyes, hair 

and skin tones), I was able to determine the perfect seasonal colour 

palette for Jessie. 

 

At first Jessie was identified as an Autumn or a Spring season colour, 

however shades such as pastel blues and pinks, burgundy, or rose-tone 

browns bring out a healthy glow to Jessie’s complexion confirming that 

she is in fact a Soft   Summer with a blend of Autumn. 

Colour Analysis Client:Colour Analysis Client:Colour Analysis Client:Colour Analysis Client:    

Ms Jessica MacDonald 
 

Skin: Neutral Light BrownSkin: Neutral Light BrownSkin: Neutral Light BrownSkin: Neutral Light Brown    

Eyes: Grey BlueEyes: Grey BlueEyes: Grey BlueEyes: Grey Blue    

Hair: Light to Medium Hair: Light to Medium Hair: Light to Medium Hair: Light to Medium 

Brown Brown Brown Brown     



 

The French call it, été the most delicate of the 

four colour seasons.  The Summer pale�e is the 

most delicate of the four colour seasons. Whilst 

your imagina�on may conjure up the bright,    

vibrant colours seen in the spring pale�e,      

summer tones are far more gentle and feminine.  

 

The So  Summer is a blend of both Summer and 

Autumn (or Summer "flowing" into Autumn).    

Known as the pastel woman and the woman who 

wears so  neutrals especially well, the So     

Summer has one of the most elegant  colour    

pale�es. 

Soft Summer 

With Jessie’s so  foggy blue eyes, ashy blonde hair and a blend of cool and warm           

undertones, as a So  Summer, Jessie will need to wear delicate, so  and light colours,   

including delicate pastels, to complement her skin tone. 

 

A So  Summer can be mistaken with So  Autumn because of a slightly warmer cross 

over from the So  Autumn pale�e.  Because of this, you will find that a So  Summer has       

access to addi�onal colour choices that can be borrowed from the other seasons. 

 

A So  Summer can wear colours that make you think of a summer with warm sun, days 

filled with fun, and pleasantly warm evenings talking about them. 

  

In this report I provide recommenda�ons sugges�ng a range of glorious shades that will 

ensure Jessie looks stunning every single day. 



Summer Season Colours 

Within the Summer category of colouring, there are three sub-categories           

including soft summer, light summer and cool summer.  

 

As Jessie has light brownish coloured hair, medium neutral beige             

undertones to her skin and blends with Autumn, Jessie is considered a Soft 

Summer who requires delicate, soft and light colours to compliment her 

tone.  

 

Like her sister season the Soft Autumn, Soft Summers look best in rich but 

soft colours which are not overly strong (like the Winter colours) or cool

(like the Cool Summer).    

 

The Soft Summer's main characteristic is its softness or mutedness. This is 

on top of the already muted quality of the Summer seasons. While they    

favour cool colours predominantly, they can successfully wear some of the 

soft colours from the warm side of the spectrum as well. They are a mixture 

of a Summer and an Autumn. Too dark or too bright colours will look       

artificial and overpowering on them.  



 

Soft Summer Hair 

As a child, Jessie would have most likely been 

blonde, ranging from towhead to a  light brown with 

ash overtones. Occasionally a summer has warm 

blonde hair or hair with auburn highlights,             

especially if she gets lots of sun. As mentioned    

earlier, this type of summer can be mistaken for an   

autumn or spring.  

Like Winter, Summers will grey gracefully (often  

prematurely) to a soft blue-grey or pearly white 

tone. Summers, of all the seasons, most often feel 

the need to “brighten” themselves with hair colour. 

Colour is greatly enhanced by frosting, highlighting or weaving with cool-ash tone 

blonde shades.   A somewhat neutral and balanced look is best.  

Jessie is a soft season whom can get away with a multitude of looks similar to that as 

Ashlee Simpson.  Ashlee has tried every look in the book, varying degrees of         

success.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

However, there are times when the looks are obviously not on target for example: 

 

  From too-red hair...   too-platinum blonde hair...       too-flat black hair. 

 

 



 

Soft Summer 

Makeup  
Jessie’s overall colouring is the most delicate and            

understated of all seasons.   As Summer is the serenity   

palette, Jessie will need to avoid hash contrasts, for       

example the Winter palette, by keeping her entire look 

calm and in complete harmony.  If harsh colours are worn, 

these colours will be overpowering, ageing and will draw        

attention to your flaws.  The make up will end up wearing 

you. 

Here’s how to get the look. 

Summer Lipstick Colours: Softer shades will flatter Jessie the most. 

Choose   lipstick colours with a blue undertone. You can wear the plum 

and burgundy tones, and some summers can wear a warm brown. 

Choose the brownish pinks and plums if they are not too dark of a 

shade. 

Summer Eye Shadow Colours: A summer 

season does not require eye shadow to be 

dramatic. Aim for a soft image, rather then one 

with contrast. A dramatic look does not      

enhance this client’s features, it drowns them.  

As Jessie’s eyes are blue, the best shade will be 

smoked turquoise or an ash-blue.   

Summer Blush Colours: The perfect blush colours 

for  the Soft Summer palette include pink or plum.  

These shades go  beautifully with Jessie’s skin tone. 



 

 

 

Some of  Summer’s best colors are quite neutral (mix of  warm and cool, deep and 

light) but Jessie will look her best in colors that are diffused with grey, making them 

look soft and cool. Soft greens are some of  Summer’s fabulous colors as they will 

bring out the sparkle in Jessie’s light eyes.  

 

You don't need a lot of  colour, take Cara Delevingne as an example in the Burberry 

Beauty Spring 2011 campaigne.  Cara looks stunning, elegant and divine in her Soft 

Summer colours—notice how the colours blend into her skin tone and see how her 

best features come out without seeing the makeup.  This is how you know you’ve 

found your best set of  colours! 

Gorgeous! 



 

Classic Looks for a Soft Summer 

The most flattering garmets for Jessie is in the solid colours of  the summer 

palette.  One way to look at this is to understand that summer is a light and fresh 

time, and the clean, crisp pastels of  the summer palette do reference this feeling. 

For prints, choose soft watercolour prints, as well as complex patterns. It is best 

to avoid these prints around the face, however.. Look for garments, in soft 

textures like wool, cotton knits and crepes to enhance Jessie’s tone and image. 

Jessie’s wears neutrals particularly well. Aim for a soft image, rather then one with 

contrast. A dramatic look does not enhance this client’s features, it drowns them. 

Basics for Jessie should be in navy, burgundy and plum, soft rose brown, rose 

beige, rose taupe, blue-greys and off  white.  Other colours tips include: 

• Most blues however, simply avoid the royal blue or Chinese blue shade a 

Winter would wear. 

• Greys should be worn from light blue-grey, to soft charcoal blue-grey. 

• Blue-greens can range from pastel to deep. 

• Any pink can be worn as long as it has a blue undertone. The same goes for 

red. 

• Shades of  watermelon work well, but avoid any with an orange tone. Orange 

should be avoided completely. 

• Colours in the lavender family all work beautifully. 

• Yellow is probably best avoided, however if  it must be worn, only a light 

lemon will work. Avoid any yellow in particular with a gold undertone. 

• Aqua should stay in the light to medium range. 

• A soft white containing no yellow is best. 

• The strong navy of  a winter season is not best for Jessie. Choose a slightly 

softer navy with a little more grey for the best result. 

Avoid dark browns, grey beiges and yellow-beiges for Jessie. Instead opt for 

neutrals of  brown and beige that always have a brown undertone going as deep as 

cocoa. 



 

 
 

Red for Soft Summer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
It's not easy to find a good red shade for Soft Summer. The Summer 
client will wear plum, burgundy and raspberry well, however, Scarlett 

of  red with blue undertone will also work well.  



 

Get the Summer Look 

 

 



 

Smart casual wear examples for Jessie: 

Evening wear examples for Jessie: 



 

Warm Autumn Celebrities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is amazing what wearing the right colours can do. 

Here I have provided pictures of celebrities who share 

the gorgeous soft summer colours as Jessie. 



 

Before & After 

The Wrong Colors: 

*Makes the skin look pale,grey or 

washed out 

*Lines , wrinkles, blemishes will 

stand out 

The Right Colors: 

*Makes the skin look 

clear 

*Brings a healthy , 

youthful glow 

*Eyes will sparkle 

and hair will shine 


